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George Floyd and The
Summer of 2020:
Reflections from
Minneapolis College
Paul Benjamin Cherlin
Minneapolis College

This special volume features essays from students who attend Minneapolis College.
Each author personally endured the hardships that our city faced during the summer of
2020 and its aftermath. The goal of this volume
is simply to offer a place for these students to
recount their experiences, a medium to have
their voices heard. The authors, all former students of mine, volunteered their time and energy
to make this special issue come to fruition; I invite you, the reader, to spend some time with
these resilient and insightful individuals.
Minneapolis College is a two-year institution
located in downtown Minneapolis. Here, the student-body represents a truly diverse range of cultures, nationalities, gender identities, ethnicities,
ages, and religious backgrounds; enrollment currently sits at around 9,500 students, and most of
our students are BIPOC. Many of our students
are from the neighborhoods that directly surround the college, including the Powderhorn
neighborhood where George Floyd was brutally
murdered by Officer Chauvin on May 25th, 2020.
For the people living in the city, racism and
economic inequalities were familiar long before
2020. Police violence towards minorities has
been an ongoing problem. Many of our neighborhoods bear the scars of redlining, and thus
remain racially segregated and are in economic
decline. The tragic murder of Mr. Floyd was not
terribly surprising or even unique—and yet, it
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proved to be a singular event for Minneapolis
and the greater Twin Cities area.
Our city quickly became the epicenter of national and international movements that called
for social reform. Directly following the murder
of Mr. Floyd, our days and nights were filled with
protests, people marching in the streets and
clashing with police. In some neighborhoods,
the air was thick with smoke as buildings burned.
After a while, the military presence was suffocating, and it seemed hard to go anywhere without
seeing armored vehicles lining the streets. In the
mornings, local residents would come out and
clean up the neighborhoods. And that was our
rhythm. Living in Minneapolis, it was clear that
there was a shared sense of outrage, a feeling that
the complacency and performative gestures engendered by a spiritless faith in gradualism had
to give way to more urgent measures for social
reform.
At the same time, the COVID-19 pandemic
was surging, and it would still be almost a year
before vaccines would be made available to the
public. Our friends and loved ones were dying.
The pandemic, too, disproportionately harmed
minority communities. Moreover, the xenophobia and jingoism that marked much of the
Trump presidency was further inflamed by the
events of 2020. The summer, generally far
slower to start in Minnesota, was quickly heated.
I write this introduction on the two-year anniversary of the murder of Mr. Floyd. America
has a short memory and has always had difficulty
reconciling its history. But the wounds of 2020
have yet to coagulate, scar. Even when they do,
it is important to remember what caused those
wounds. It is also important to anticipate recovery through fighting, through building better
communities, through listening to the voices of
those most effected, and responding to those
voices in a sincere way. The need to remember,
accompanied by the need to create a new social
paradigm, is the overall spirit of the essays featured in this volume.
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George Floyd

and I get very anxious. As I was a victim many
years ago at the hands of the Minneapolis Police
Department. I do feel that many officers have
become officers to get away with doing these
types of things to people of Color.
I am so glad that justice has prevailed in
some of these cases, but it’s really not justice
when a life has been taken. It is so sad that people have so much hatred towards another person
because of the color of their skin.
I just don’t understand, but now thinking
about it, the world has been conditioned long
ago to have these feeling towards people of
Color. I feel like George’s life was sacrificed to
bring about change in the world, his brother
stated that “George wanted to change the
world.” The memory of George Floyd being
murdered in broad daylight will forever be embedded in my memory, and just thinking about
this has made me feel anxious, and afraid for my
sons, brothers, and for anyone of Color.
I didn’t know George, but I felt like I did, I
just wanted to jump through my phone and help
him. I don’t care what color he was, he was a
human being, and he deserved to be treated as
such. He lost his life over a counterfeit twentydollar bill, because of an overzealous police officer that clearly had a chip on his shoulder
against people of Color. I am so pleased to know
Chauvin must spend every moment for the next
25 years behind bars and in confinement. I pray
for all the families that have had to deal with an
encounter of the police killing their loved one. If
it wasn’t for cell phone video these officers
around the world that commit these killings
would get away with murder, and many do.
Rest in Paradise George Floyd, Amir Locke,
Breonna Taylor, Ahmadu Arbery, Philando Castile and many, many more that are killed from
the police who are supposed to protect and
serve.

Chantel Castile
Minneapolis College

On May 25, 2020, I was surfing on Facebook
and came across a live video of a man being detained by the Minneapolis Police, I felt like I was
there, but could not help, it was one of the worse
feelings I have ever felt.
I could not believe what I was watching this
in the middle of the day on a live stream, in my
city, a Black man begging for his life, stating over
and over again that he can’t breathe, to please let
him up, calling out to his mama, knowing he was
going to die at the hands of the Minneapolis Police Department.
I watched this video repeatedly, along with
the trial, and it affects me the same each time,
making me feel hopeless, sad, and feeling as if I
can’t breathe either. I swear I stopped breathing
during the whole time Chauvin was on George’s
neck. As I watched I could not believe how
Derek Chauvin kept digging his knee into Mr.
Floyd’s neck, while George is begging for his life,
and bystanders screaming and begging to please
let him up, and then you see he’s gone, and
Derek remains on his neck even after EMS arrives.
Watching Derek Chauvin on George’s neck
gave me anxiety, I had all kinds of feelings rushing through my body. The look on Chauvin’s
face while he was killing George showed that he
intended on doing that and felt like he was going
to get away with it, he had to have felt George
slip away, and he continued to stay on his neck,
and when he finally got off George’s neck, he
walked away with his head held high and took
his gloves off and acted as if nothing just happened.
I am traumatized for life after watching that
video, every time I see the police, I get nervous,
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So, What’s Changed?
Daniel M. Swenson
Minneapolis College

Walking down 38

th

Street one can still be reminded for a brief moment of the swell of action
taken by Minneapolis residents the summer
George Floyd was murdered.
The mural hanging painted onto Cup Foods,
the spread of rotating fresh flowers dressed all
around the intersection, and the roundabout,
centered by a metal clenched fist holding
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For more on this ballot initiative, see: https://ballotpedia.org/Minneapolis,_Minnesota,_Question_2,_Replace_Police_Department_with_Department_of_Public_Safety_Initiative_(November_2021).
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solidarity against the elements. A couple more
blocks down from here, and you’re just at Dairy
Queen.
A vile, malicious second that reverberated
across the planet. From police clashes in downtown LA to statues celebrating slave traders in
Bristol being torn down by the English citizens
denouncing such a structure. For a moment, it
felt like something might actually change.
Minneapolis has recently undergone another
election cycle. A ballot that offered the city a
chance to vote for new city board members, a
new mayor, and three separate questions regarding the mayor’s powers, rent control, and the police department. Let’s focus on the last here—
the question about police reform.1
Hotly contested, tough, a not-very-straightforward bill to pass, initially even needing a rewording to properly communicate what it
meant. Regardless of what text you use, no one
was sure what would actually happen if the bill
passed. Too many stories of uncertainty, with
only some general support for “doing something” about changing our standards of policing.
While we could credit a rough year for getting
this question on the ballot in the first place, it’s
that same rough year that saw Minneapolis’s violent crime rate increase by 17%.
While I could personally pout that my
“ACAB bill” didn’t pass, I’d have to
acknowledge this question: “Even if it had
passed, would anything have changed?” 2 This
wasn’t exactly a police reform or defunding bill.
It wasn’t a specific plan that details how we incorporate an alternative “peace officer,” or a
breakdown of how we plan to efficiently fund
and hire the program. It was just a sidelining of
a large issue—a vague promise that these parallel
discussions will most definitely be talked about.
See Emily Eaton, “ACAB for the average citizen: The
radical case for not so radical change,” The Minnesota
Daily, December 9, 2020,
https://mndaily.com/264436/opinion/eaton-acab-forthe-average-citizen/.
2
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It’s a problem emblematic not just of Minneapolis, or the state (by any means), but the whole
country.
We’re patching a terminal illness with a
band-aid.
Granted, over the past year there has been
some measures taken by police departments
around the country. About half of United States
major police departments, for example, have
banned chokeholds and/or carotid holds. House
Democrats were also able to pass the George
Floyd Justice in Policing Act. However, any further progress of adorning it into law it has been
stuck in the Senate for months now, with no sign
of getting through.
The George Floyd Justice in Policing Act is
only partially in good faith. It covers many basic
points like eliminating biased profiling, chokehold bans, reducing the amount of military grade
equipment put into police departments, and introduces the mandatory use of body cams.
Where it misses its mark, though, is in not attacking the police problem deep enough. The
ACLU says it best in an open letter to Congress,
“it must perfect the legislation to ensure that the
intent of federal lawmakers to address systemic
police violence is realized.”
Calling for officers to always be held accountable, eliminating the use of military grade
weapons and facial recognition technology, and,
finally, reconsider how the federal government
hands out money to solve these issues. Rather
than load the pockets of state police agencies
across the country with about a billion dollars,
invest into the communities that are seeking systematic change.
Despite George Floyd Square on 38th and
Chicago Avenue still standing strong, the conversation around systematic racism and police
brutality is not yet front and center. It’s a sad
sight to see a summer of protest and riot eclipsed
by yet another election cycle where politicians
shake hands and pat backs—with little to no
change.

5

Another year that ended in rinse-and-repeat
voting for the same “safe” moderate mayor who
doesn’t seem to much care for serious police reform (in fact the opposite), by a populace who
will protest, post, and tweet for change, but vote
moderate and safely yet again at the ballot, when
all that work is supposed to culminate to matter
the most.
All of this for a bill that, even if passed,
would simply be more lip service to mitigate a
non-problem that doesn’t even need solving. It
speaks to an unengaged, apathic community
who’d rather just reminisce about, “that crazy
summer.” And at the end of the day only look
out for their own interests rather than consider
trying to fix the problems.
I guess we’ll just dust them under the rug
again for another year of overpolicing.
*Photography by Jasmin Webber.
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The Murder of George
Floyd and The
Complicating Factors of
The Pandemic
Jessica Romine
Minneapolis College

Within this submission I wanted to touch on
the murder of George Floyd and the complicating factors of the pandemic.
I find racism and white supremacy a huge
concern for humanity, and one that perpetually
lives on despite efforts through the years towards some progress. I wanted to breakdown
the climate Minneapolis was in prior to the uprising and what it has been like since. I wanted
to provide a perspective to the situation from
what I witnessed and how I saw the movement
transformed in an intersectional movement. I
also touch on what I feel are some important
theories we collectively could use to combat racism and white supremacy in the United States
and across the globe.
I moved to Minneapolis in June of 2019, before the world knew George Floyd or COVID19. An outsider to middle America from California, I was amazed by the diversity found in the
heart of America. What I discovered was a region filled with rich diversity. A “melting pot”—
just as America is often described. Minneapolis
in particular, a refuge for the BIPOC community, immigrants, and QTPOC folx seeking a
sense of community, safety, and security. A rainbow of a city I found to be “America the Beautiful,” inside and out.
Liberalism and political activism were present. It did not take long to also discover that
below the surface lies a willful ignorance ingrained in the fabric of Minnesota and in the
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white community. The same ignorance found
across America since its birth. A culture of assimilation, tradition, and hypermasculinity. What
I found were white Americans with the assumption that racism must have ended with the
Emancipation Proclamation. White Americans
assuming racism was resolved following the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. White Americans with the
presumptuous that if a Black man could be President, then racism must be a thing of the past.
Protected by their white privilege, they lived
comfortably colorblind to the strife of the Black
community. The Black community is continuously battling the unresolved transgenerational
trauma of centuries of oppression that is still as
fresh as the day they were taken from their
homeland, separated from their families, and
turned into a commodity in the blink of an eye.
It all went unacknowledged. I could recognize the ignorance everywhere, within my colleagues, leaders, and authorities of the community who hide behind a progressive mirage. In
hindsight it is no surprise that Minneapolis
would be the tipping point of a much bigger issue that no one saw coming but the Black community. A movement long in the making was
brewing.
Within the city limits you will find much segregation in Minneapolis. Throughout the inner
city, especially in the Midtown neighborhood
there is a total lack of development. In comparison to the wealthier neighborhoods and suburbs
that surround the inner city, it is obvious that
race and class are clearly playing a huge part in
the area’s lack of funding from the city. Food deserts, lack of access to clean water, lack of
healthcare, and lack of opportunity disproportionality impacted the most vulnerable communities here in Minneapolis before COVID-19
was even unleashed.
Resource scarcity was apparent pre-pandemic and was exacerbated come March of 2020
when COVID-19 began spreading across the
city and the globe. We quickly come to find that
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the virus impacted the BIPOC community the
hardest, making the events on May 25th even
harder to process.1 Once shutdowns began, city
parks and highway overpasses began filling with
tents. We saw massive job loss and poverty
move into a new tier of despair. With no safety
nets in place for a pandemic, local and federal
government failed those who needed it the most.
It was no surprise that the conditions of the city
and the racism within would lead to an uprising
come the evening George Floyd was murdered,
bringing racial injustice and police brutality to
the forefront, with Minneapolis at the center.
On the evening of Memorial Day, May 25th,
a white police officer used his privilege and authority to take another Black life. A community
already exhausted from centuries of minority
stress, yet again, had to witness this tragic injustice—adding George Floyd’s name to the evergrowing list of Black lives taken like they didn’t
matter at the hands of police.
George Floyd, a father, brother, partner, and
friend, would unknowingly become a symbol of
a racial injustice movement that would spread all
over the world; he became a symbol for the disenfranchised. George Floyd represented America in its most fragile time in recent history.
The fight began the moment the world
watched the 9-minute-and-29-second, viral
video of the Minneapolis Police Department
murdering him in the middle of a pandemic.
With bystanders begging and pleading to get off
of his neck and other officers standing by as accessory to murder, the world lost George Floyd.
“I can’t breathe” being his last words while he
called for his mother.
The video of George Floyd having his life
taken away sent shockwaves across the globe. If
you can only imagine how strong they were felt
on the corner of 38th and Chicago Avenue that
evening. The video erupted immediate response

from the Black community, advocates, and human rights groups. This was a crime against the
Black community and a crime against humanity,
for public authority to have taken another Black
life when we were already surrounded by extreme loss, in a defenseless state due to the pandemic. We come to learn that the only reason
George Floyd was in Minneapolis from Houston
was due to jobless during the pandemic.
The community of Minneapolis, the country,
and the world were in an unprecedented time of
uncertainty. We were losing loved ones and losing our means of survival. There are many complicating factors that shaped the response to
George’s Floyd’s murder. There was too much
loss surrounding us, this lynching was the tipping point, and it was no surprise that it happened right here in Minneapolis. The racism in
this city and this country reached its breaking
point when we all woke to the disturbing video
seen across the globe the following morning.
Protested erupted city-wide and spread around
the world as America was exposed with a tyrant
in office who was responsible for the spread of
white terrorism.
The world was already shut down, but Minneapolis quickly saw an invasion of the National
Guard in their tanks, toting automatic weapons
on street corners. We saw the police department
deploying chemical weapons at close range while
the community was demonstrating their right to
assemble. Civil disobedience was the only option.
With the media twisting the movement into
looped videos of “looting” and violence unrelated to the movement, it was a confusing situation to understand from the outside. The looting
was a result of the virus, and unrelated to the
movement, but they became intertwined for
viewership. The movement became tainted by
disrupters who traveled from out of state, who

1

2020, https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditi
ons-and-diseases/coronavirus/covid19-racial-disparities.

Sherita Hill Golden, "Coronavirus in African Americans and Other People of Color,” April 20,
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took advantage of the situation, and created the
negative framework that corporate media profited off of. The spreading of misinformation and
disinformation online did not help the fight,
causing panic and confusion. It did not show the
movement for what it really was. They did not
show the Black community in pain and the anguish that was felt. They did not show the peace
and unity of the community coming together.
The trauma of losing another Black life in such
a senseless manner was not properly and respectfully represented in the media those many
weeks following George Floyd’s death.
Within the demonstrations you found diverse members of the community coming out to
support. Churches, universities, and organizations set up booths with bottled water and milk
of magnesia because no one was safe from the
ruthless teargas, myself included.
It was in this initial stage of the protesting
that the world finally learned of the tragic murder of Breonna Taylor, at the hands of the Louisville Police Department, just 12 days prior to
George Floyd. George Floyd’s murder opened
Pandora’s box in many ways. This movement
evolved into something much bigger and blossomed into an intersectional movement. We saw
the demonstration expand to include Black
women and Black trans women when headlines
grew about two consecutive murders. The world
lost Riah Milton and Dominique "Rem'mie"
Fells in June of 2020.2
Within these unifying moments, in the middle of a pandemic, the world saw America’s true
colors. Its ugly underbelly lay upward exposing
the reality of Black life in America. With a racist
in office, and white supremacy on the rise, it was
abundantly clear that America had (and has) a serious problem with racism and over-policing that
needed drastic and immediate reform.

The results of the months of uprising led to
no reform or dismantlement of the corrupted
systems that those locally and globally were hoping for. The Black community has been left with
no resolution. The aftermath left Minneapolis in
shambles. As to be expected, the inaction has
impacted marginalized communities the hardest.
Minneapolis is now divided more than ever between Black and Blue.
The systems and some citizens remain ignorant and resistant to change, especially within the
police department and the white community.
The city recently voted against a police reform
bill that would have replaced and transformed
the current agency to combat racism, violence,
and over policing found within the current department. Campaigns to “defund the police” had
push back through fear campaigns and misinformation. Members of the community were asking
for funds to be reallocated towards training and
education, mental health services, oversight
committees for accountability, and community
safety programs because businesses-as-usual did
not cut it. Police, in the United States, are city
employees. They work for the city to “protect
and serve”—but who do you call for help when
the police are the perpetrators?
That segregation I wrote of earlier is now
even more obvious in the aftermath of the protests. While the wealthier neighborhoods have
since rebuilt and the trendy neighborhoods are
back in action, Midtown lives in destruction. As
you enter on Lake Street, buildings that were
burned still remain charred and abandoned
through many city blocks. Rubble remains on
the street with no initiatives to clean up or rebuild. That food scarcity became even more grim
following the protests, with the most vulnerable
losing complete access to fresh food. Small businesses who already faced closer due to the

2

2020, https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2
020/06/15/deaths-black-trans-women-riah-miltondominique-fells-spur-protests/3191769001/.

Cara Kelly, “Two Black Transgender Women were
Killed Last Week, Thousands showed Up to Protest,”
USA Today, June 15,
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pandemic have since closed following the protest. Neighboring corporate stores are still going
strong, with police officers planted outside full
time. A twisted form of gentrification is taking
place as a result.
After the social media trends ended and the
stories became less sensational, some of that momentum was lost that we had initially saw following George Floyd’s murder. The media left
the city limits and moved onto their next headline. The city removed the community-built memorials and the “no police zones” that surrounded the area where George Floyd lost his
life have been torn down and reduced to a
smaller display. Public authority is unwilling to
compromise and address their racist practices
and have now resorted to a completely backing
away. Gun violence and violent crime are now
rampant due to complications of the pandemic
and police-related issues.3 North Minneapolis, in
particular, has seen a huge increase in murders.
A community so desperate for basic human
rights and safety are now stuck in a void and the
world is no longer watching.
The movement for Black Lives Matter will
and must continue even if the media is not showing this to all of us. George Floyd must live on
and his symbolism must remain. What we now
face in America is a total violation of human
rights country-wide. In the middle of a pandemic, the BIPOC community and the Black
community, in particular, are seeing many attacks and backlash taking place as a result of the
Black Live Matter movement. Police are continuing their violence and racist practices and, in recent times, the murder of Daunte Wright in 2021
is now center stage as the officer is now on trial.

In fact, within the year following the George
Floyd murder, the police had already killed 1,068
people of varying ethnicities and backgrounds.
Clearly lessons have not been learned. Critical
Race Theory, which is a crucial method to better
understand the strife and treatment of the Black
community, especially with the “1619 Project,”
has been fully banned in certain states.4
Found within Critical Race Theory is what I
feel is a part of the solution and the only way I
see out of the current climate we are all in and
have been in for hundreds of years. Because we
are so divided into our individual compartments
and pitted against each other, Intersectionality is
the key to truly uniting us. That frightens those
who benefit from the oppression of the marginalized. White supremacy does not win when we
tackle these issues with an intersectional approach. There are more of us than the white,
straight, cis, males in power. To have a united
front would be a scary scenario to those in
power.
There is an attack on women’s rights in the
United States which will disproportionality impact Black women as I draft this. With Black maternal deaths on the rise, these services are crucial for saving lives by having safe access to reproductive healthcare.5 Anti-LGBTQ legislation
is being pushed across the country, especially
anti-trans bills. With trans murders on the rise in
the United States, 2021 being the deadliest year
on record, Black trans women will be impacted
the hardest.6 Black trans women being murdered
at an alarming rate in the United States, these
bills would lead to more discrimination and violence against a community already going extinct.

3

5

See, for example,
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2021/07/27/violentcrime-surges-across-minnesota-with-record-murders.
4
Jack Dutton, “Critical Race Theory is Banned in these
States,” Newsweek, June 11,
2021, https://www.newsweek.com/critical-race-theorybanned-these-states-1599712.

“Working Together to Reduce Black Maternal Mortality,” April 6,
2022, https://www.cdc.gov/healthequity/features/mate
rnal-mortality/index.html.
6
See https://www.glaad.org/blog/tdor-memoriam.
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For example, two days after George Floyd
was killed, Tony McDade, a black trans man was
murdered by Tallahassee Police—a murder that
fell under the radar. 7 The QTPOC and other
members of the LGBTQ community do not
have federal protections in the United States
Constitution. All communities that intersect
within the LGBTQ spectrum are impacted by
this lack of protections.
Intersectionality is crucial to better understand how our varying identities intersect and
create adversity. We get to learn how these injustices are interconnected to so many communities
through lessons in Critical Race Theory. If we
can understand how these bills and practices ultimately harm Black lives and erase Black futures, we can unite together to take on all systems of oppression by using an intersectional approach to address many of our societal issues
and injustices.
In modern times, Angela Davis and Ibram
Kendi are a few examples of figures who are
working to bridge the gaps. We can understand
through Angela Davis book, Women, Culture and
Politics, that many complexities and connections
can be made and when we analyze the intersections of race, gender, and class. Before we had a
term to call it intersectionality, Davis wrote that,
the roots of sexism and homophobia are
found in the same economic and political institutions that serve as the foundation of racism in
this country, more often than not, the same extremist circles that inflict violence on people of
color are responsible for the eruption of violence
inspired by sexist and homophobic biases. Our
political activism must clearly manifest our understanding of these connections.8

Following the murder of George Floyd and
many others before him, Ibram X. Kendi’s book,
How to Be An Antiracist, became an ever more important tool to not only unlearning racism but
how to actively be antiracist.9 Some of Kendi’s
work touches on how racism, sexism, and homophobic systems impact all of society and
should be a collective battle to conquer. Found
within his chapter on gender he writes on Kimberle Crenshaw’s theory of intersectionality and
how he has applied it to his evolution. “Contemporary Feminist and antiracist discourse has
failed to consider intersectional identities such as
women of color,” Kimberle Crenshaw wrote in
1991.
All racial groups are a collection of intersectional identities differentiated by gender, sexuality, class, ethnicity, skin color, nationality, and
culture, among a series of other identifiers. Black
women first identified their own intersectional
identity. Black Feminists first theorized the intersection of two forms of bigotry: sexism and
racism. Intersectional theory now gives all of humanity the ability to understand the intersectional oppression of their identities, from poor
Latinx to Black men to White women to Native
Lesbians to transgender Asians.
A theory for Black women is a theory for humanity. No wonder Black feminists have been
saying from the beginning that when humanity
becomes serious about freedom of Black
women, humanity becomes serious about the
freedoms of humanity.
America is beautiful for its diversity, but we
must not forget how it was created. It prides itself for its “liberty and justice for all” but, sadly,
there is no true freedom or justice that we are
witnessing in modern America, especially for the

7

8

Elliot Kozuch, “HRC Mourns Tony McDade, Black
Trans Man Killed in Florida,” May 29, 2020,
https://www.hrc.org/news/hrc-mourns-tony-mcdadeblack-transgender-man-killed-in-florida.

Angela Y. Davis, Women, Culture and Politics
(Westminster, UK: Knopf Doubleday Publishing
Group, 2011).
9
Ibram X. Kendi, How to be an Antiracist (London,
UK: The Bodley Head, 2019).
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BIPOC community. Like philosophers that have
come and gone, we had much warning. America
has long been known to be plagued with racism
and white supremacy. If we take from the wisdom of the past, America has not changed much
from its foundation.
We are living in a Patriarchy, centuries in the
making. A country harvested on stolen, sacred
land from the Natives, colonized and built off
the backs of the Black community, and filled
within its veins we find toxic white supremacy
pumping into every sector found in society and
life in America.
We must not forget that racism is still very
much alive, pre-George Floyd and post-George
Floyd. It will not go away overnight. We must
continue to fight for the greater good. America
is a work in progress and by better understanding the complexities of the many identities found
within this “melting pot,” we can set the example
for the rest of the world. This will take time,
deep reflection, and personal insight to unlearn
the racism found within all of the white community across the globe.
It will take you holding yourself, loved ones,
colleagues, and anyone you witness committing
injustice, accountable. Make this fight for the oppressed. Combat systematic racism and oppression in your everyday life. Be willing to feel uncomfortable doing so.
The white community must commit to any
measure to ensure that Black Lives inherently
matter now and for future generations. Black
Lives Matter, Black Women’s Live Matter, Black
Queer Lives Matter, Black Trans Lives Matter,
Black Children’s Live Matter, Black Lives Matter.
In a system that was built to work against an
entire group of people for centuries, we must always remember that Black Lives Matter.
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Structural Racism Key in
Health Care Disparity
Kathryn Warren
Minneapolis College

The death of George Floyd in May of 2020 at
the hands of police shocked the nation as video
footage of the event was played on every channel
during every newscast.
Millions watched in horror as George pled
with Derek Chauvin for his life, called out for his
dead mother, and cried, “Please, I can’t breathe!”
Thousands of people in Minneapolis and other
metropolitan cities across the United States took
to the streets in protest of the systemic racism
present in our police departments and the targeting and murder of people of Color by those who
are sworn to serve and protect them.
We watched, feeling saddened, shocked, and
awakened, as Minneapolis was looted and
burned. We weren’t horrified because systemic
racism is a new problem that we had just become
aware of. We were horrified because when we
saw it with our own eyes, we could no longer ignore it. Structural and systematic racism does not
just exist in our police departments, but influences our healthcare system as well. The
COVID-19 pandemic was the catalyst, the
George Floyd (if you will), that has brought this
racism and discrimination to the forefront and
demanded that we take notice. The pandemic
has shed a bright light on disparities along racial
1

Sophie Lewis, “Black Doctor in Indiana Dies of
COVID-19 After Publicly Complaining of Racist Treatment at Hospital,” CBS News, December 25, 2020,
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What You Need to Know,” Medical News Today, September 17, 2020, https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/racism-in-healthcare.
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and ethnic lines, revealing life-threatening consequences that cannot be denied, ignored, or explained away any longer.
The proof of structural racism is in the numbers when looking at the impact of COVID –19
on the Non-Hispanic Black population versus
Non-Hispanic Whites. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), of
the COVID-19 tests performed on Black Americans, 13.8% of tests were positive compared to
7% for White Americans, reflecting the higher
rate of infection. In addition, Black Americans
are 4.7 times more likely to be hospitalized and
are 3.5 times more likely to die due to COVID19 compared to Whites.1
These figures are even more astounding
when referencing the American Indian or Alaska
Native population and are similar to those of the
Hispanic or Latino population.2 Large disparities
also exist in the percent of Black Americans that
are getting vaccinated compared to vaccination
rates for Whites. While it is acknowledged by the
CDC and other institutions that preexisting
health conditions, living conditions, work-related exposures, and lack of education factor
into the racial disparities in infection rates and
outcomes, it’s important to be clear and honest
about the structural racism that is at the heart of
these factors.3
It is true that Black Americans have higher
rates of some health conditions that put them at
greater risk for poorer health outcomes such as
hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
chronic respiratory disease, liver disease, and autoimmune disease—but there is increased risk of
2

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
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Disease Control and Prevention, February 11, 2020.
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these conditions when poverty, historical
trauma, and being discriminated against are present. 4 If we are to see better health outcomes
overall, the underlying contributors of racist policies and biases need to be uncovered and addressed.
For generations, policies have perpetuated
racial segregation and discrimination and have
promoted the economic and education disparities between Black and White Americans. Redlining, which forced Black Americans who were
escaping the horrific conditions in the South into
poor, segregated neighborhoods in the North,
had ramifications that persist to this day. Black
Americans continue to be overrepresented in
low-wage jobs with many living in segregated,
overpopulated, and impoverished communities
with increased pollution levels and limited transportation.5 Since schools are funded by property
taxes, another system that discriminates, the
schools in these communities don’t provide the
same level of education as schools in wealthier,
predominantly White neighborhoods. This impacts future income as well and perpetuates the
cycle into future generations.
Poverty, homelessness, and unemployment,
conditions that disproportionately affect Black
Americans, make them more prone to poor
health, increase their risk of severe disease, and
cause them to be more likely to die from
COVID-19. Access to healthcare plays a pivotal
role, with a lack of quality health insurance taking center stage. Black Americans are consistently
overrepresented
in
lower-paying

occupations and make less money than their
White counterparts at all job levels, resulting in a
disproportionate number of Black Americans either having inferior health insurance or none at
all. 6 Without adequate health insurance, Black
Americans are less likely to see a provider for
preventative measures and are more likely not to
be treated for existing conditions, only seeking
medical care in cases of emergency, and sometimes, not even then due to financial constraints.7
It is not just financial constraints and lack of
health insurance that influence Black Americans
not to seek treatment or preventative measures,
but also a distrust in the medical community due
to decades of racist policies and actions that negatively impacted marginalized groups. The medical community has a long history of mistreating
Black Americans, including conducting gruesome experiments on enslaved people, forced
sterilizations, and the infamous Tuskegee study
where treatment for syphilis was withheld from
hundreds of Black men. These men were misinformed about their diagnosis, were given placebos instead of treatment, and were coerced into
having unnecessary and painful tests done, all to
track the progression of the disease.8
Many Black Americans today have had their
own experiences with discrimination at the
hands of medical professionals. A 2016 study
showed that 73% of medical students and residents held one or more false beliefs about biological differences between Black patients and
White patients. Some of these centuries-old

4
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beliefs about Black people—ones created by
doctors to justify the inhumane treatment of
slaves—include the assumptions that Black people have thicker skin, that they have less sensitive
nerve endings, and that they have stronger immune systems. These beliefs by medical professionals result in sub-standard care such as not receiving appropriate pain management, not being
classified as needing emergency care, not being
admitted to the hospital, and not having needed
tests ordered.
These biases transcend income and education as was the recent case of Dr. Susan Moore
who documented her treatment after being diagnosed with COVID-19, claiming that she wasn’t
getting sufficient care from White doctors and
nurses because she was Black. Dr. Moore reported that she had to beg for the antiviral treatment, Remdesivir, that she had to wait hours for
pain medication, and that she had to demand a
CT scan to prove her pain was real. Even after
the test confirmed the source of her pain, Moore
said that the doctor “made me feel like I was a
drug addict, and he knew I was a physician.”
Dr. Moore spoke with a patient advocate
and asked to be transferred to another hospital,
but instead she was sent home. At this she said,
“This is how Black people get killed. When you
send them home and they don’t know how to
fight for themselves.” Dr. Moore went home,
only to be admitted to a different hospital less
than twelve hours later when she spiked a fever
and her blood pressure plummeted. On December 22, 2020, COVID-19, and, likely, racism that
resulted in poor care, took Dr. Moore’s life.9
In the past few years, a bright light has been
shown on the systemic and structural racism that
is, and has been, negatively impacting the lives of
Black Americans and other marginalized communities. This racism impacts our justice

systems, police departments, employment agencies, education systems, housing policies,
healthcare system, and a multitude of other policies, programs, and institutions. Actionable
steps need to be taken at the federal, state, and
local levels. Lawmakers need to enact policies
that address ongoing discrimination in labor and
housing markets, in the justice system, and they
need to create universal healthcare, raise wages,
and invest in marginalized communities.
Current policies that promote discrimination
and segregation, such as education funding, need
to be challenged and reformed. We need training
that starts at the student level and progresses
throughout an institution’s hierarchy that
acknowledges, validates, and addresses the existence of structural racism, that promotes self-reflection and educates on implicit bias, microaggression, and culturally competent care and
interaction. 10 We need to strengthen public
health departments and social service organizations with deeper relationships in minority communities and improve health literacy.
There need to be more Black Americans and
others from marginalized groups being accepted
into medical school and other programs that create more diversity in the occupations that they
are currently underrepresented in. There needs
to be an overall improvement in infrastructure
and resources for vulnerable communities and
hospitals.
Seeing and acknowledging the problem isn’t
going to change it. To protect the health and
lives of minorities, we need to take action or the
race disparities that have existed for centuries
will only continue.

9
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Reflection on Mr. George
Floyd’s Case
Priscila Pinho Cotroneo
Minneapolis College

Since his death his name has been chanted by
protesters around the world and his face has
been honored on murals across the country.
George Floyd has become a symbol of struggle for victims of police brutality and racism in
the United States. For people of Color, history
shows that there is mortal risk and a hefty penalty in routine encounters with the police. Negative stereotypes, which falsely categorize Blacks
as more violent, more criminal, and more aggressive, are materialized by fallacious representations in newspapers and entertainment media.
However, racism and its consequences go
deeper than the perceptions of the Black population as a threat. Their murders are considered
by the justice system as a kind of revenge and
this is verified when the murderers of Black people are acquitted, as if protecting them, as well as
in the absence of federal parameters to control
police behavior.
Police officers are defended by their departments and by the effects of the traditional justice
system. Despite the records of several complaints of abuse of power, they are kept in their
posts or transferred to others, without any actual
punishment. Even retired police officers remain
part of a brotherhood, which brings the issue of
corporatism into vogue. And so we keep hearing
about the cycle of threat, murder, and acquittal.
Even if there is still a long way to go in the antiracist issue, it is undeniable that the global mobilization after Mr. Floyd's murder promoted an
advance in consciousness and opened the door
for new ideas to be addressed.
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An essential element that needs to be understood when discussing racism is its relationship
to a historical process of devaluation of Black
people. Modern society is racist and strongly hierarchical, with a racial order in which Blacks
most often occupy the worst positions. Bringing
into discussion the lethal character of racism is
something of great importance.
There is a big problem in society which is the
denial of racism. To say that racism is structural
means not only to say that it is constitutive of the
capitalist modernization process, but that it is
also intrinsic to all social spheres. In other
words, race is an element that has a strong influence on economic, political, social, and cultural
processes. Although, in the biological sense of
the term, races do not exist, it is undeniable that
this prejudice materializes in the lives of black
people, interfering with their trajectories and existence.
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George Floyd and the
Black Lives Matter
Movement
Leilah N. Emanuel-Kinniebrew
Minneapolis College

I first heard about the death of yet another
Black man at the hands of police from my
mother and Facebook.
I didn’t want to believe it, after all we were
supposed to all be in time out still, right? I
couldn’t make myself sit and watch the video
that had been recorded of Mr. Floyd’s untimely
death by the hands of police who clearly weren’t
bothered and didn’t give a damn about the life
they were taking. Pictures had flooded my timeline of this man and the cop on his neck. Little
did I know that this was only the beginning in a
shift change. People started crying out from everywhere demanding justice for this man. The veil
of the so-called “America, the beautiful” was
lifted and the world saw firsthand just how
wrong this was.
Then people started saying how George
Floyd was a criminal and deserved what he got
but yet people like Kyle Rittenhouse and George
Zimmerman were the supposed heroes. George
was in cuffs. Once those cuffs were put on, that
should’ve been it. How could this man possibly
resist arrest if he was already in handcuffs? I had
heard the same story many times about how this
poor man was calling out crying for his deceased
mother and my heart dropped.
I am a single Black mother and that could’ve
just as easily been my son or my daughter in that
position. I hope and pray that this never happens
just as we all do. It’s so funny to me how we all
live in this supposed melting pot and yet have to
have completely different conversations with
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our kids. I refuse to buy my children water guns
because of what happened to Tamir Rice. I tell
my children not to wear hoods or have their
hands in their pockets because of what happened to Trayvon Martin. You tell your children
to be honest and upfront with officers and when
you are honest about a weapon in the car, you
get shot point blank in front of your daughter
and your significant other, like Philando Castile.
There are too many names, too many horror stories, too many people NOT being held accountable for their actions.
In just about every other occupation, if
someone messes up big time, they are stripped
of their title and can’t ever find another job in
that same field again. What makes these officers
so special? Yes, there are most certainly good officers out there, however they often times are being ostracized by their department and labeled as
trouble. So, what happens? Well, they end up
leaving the field because no one will listen.
When we first started screaming about reform and defund, people took that to mean we
don’t want to pay the officers at all. This simply
isn’t true. We just don’t see why you need military gear and over a million dollars for funding.
We realize police are over worked, that’s why
we’re also yelling and protesting for social workers and therapists to be available and take some
of those calls and take some of the pressure off.
But when you have officers like Derek Chauvin,
Kim Potter, and countless others, the message
gets jumbled.
Allow me to make it clear for you: Get rid of
ALL bad officers, starting from the top of the
chain all the way down to the rookies, take that
huge fund that goes to the police every year and
spend it where it matters most: our classrooms.
Hire staff such as social workers and mental
health specialists to help both the officers and
the civilians.
But this all starts at the top, with our Commander in Chief, President Joe Biden, and Vice
President. Kamala Harris. Until we recognize
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that, nothing will change. Black Lives Matter is
not an enemy, they’re an ally; and not just to the
Black community, but to all other communities
as well, much like the Black Panthers were.
Black Lives Matter does not mean that only
our lives matter, but that our lives ALSO matter.
Yet we are constantly retorted with “All Lives
Matter.” Where was ALM when those school
shootings happened? Where was ALM when the
Waffle House and the Walmart shootings happened?
They were silent! They did nothing. Why?
If you truly valued all lives and didn’t just say
that to try and quiet a people who have been
quiet and docile for the longest time, then you
should have and would have been the first ones
on the scene making sure everyone was okay.
Am I saying BLM is perfect? NO, of course not
because there is no such thing as perfection.
Hell, even God made mistakes. Do people loot
and riot in the name of BLM just like with any
other main protagonist group? Absolutely. But
this isn’t a black and white issue. It never really
was. It’s always been right versus wrong and rich
versus poor. When the community as a whole
wakes up to this realization, things will then
begin to change for the better.
There is a very ugly, very dark, very disturbing invisible creature that grows and thrives off
of clear and blatant hatred. We know it better as
the boogeyman. This creature has gotten so big,
feeding off of so many people, that it’s going to
take years of hard work and breaking bad habits
to finally be rid of this creature and make sure it
cannot return. Does this mean we have to always
get along and agree with everyone? No, because
that’s psychologically impossible.
We get mad at people demanding basic
things, like living wages and respect, and then
turn around and wonder why no one wants to
do these jobs anymore. It’s not because people
are lazy, it’s because they realized, just like we all
have at one point or another, that they deserve
more. We all have to start somewhere and some
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of us like where we are so much that we work
towards becoming a higher up like a manager,
supervisor, or even beyond that. I am a firm believer that whatever you put out into the world
you get back tenfold. We all need to practice
brotherly love towards everyone.
You know how at Christmas time everyone
says, “Peace on Earth and goodwill towards
Man”? We really need to practice that yearround. Only when we continuously practice
peace on Earth and goodwill towards all will we
see that our perceptions of people were way off
base. Maybe then for the first time ever, we
could all stand shoulder to shoulder in solidary
with one another and make this a better place for
my children, your children, and their children’s
children.
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2020
Serena Poisson
Minneapolis College
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“ he Robbinsdale school district has now shut
down schools for in-person learning due to
COVID-19.”
My friends and I giggled and crossed our fingers as we listened to our teacher update us, hoping that the Minneapolis school district would be
next. Back then we didn’t know how serious the
virus was, we just knew we’d get a break from
school. It was my senior year of high school. At
this point of the school year, I only looked forward to track season, club volleyball, prom, and
graduation. Two weeks of no school was music
to my ears. Little did I know those two weeks
would turn into the rest of the school year. Leaving me with no sports, no senior activities, and
in the house flipping through channels to different news reports about George Floyd’s murder,
riots, military reinforcements, and the constant
update on COVID-19 deaths.
It was March 16th, 2020. I know this because
my friend and I would take a picture every single
day of the school year. On March 16th we took
our last photo together in that school, and we
didn’t even know it. The staff at the time informed us that we would have no school for
about two weeks until the virus had gotten under
control. Most afterschool activities had been
cancelled, but not track practice. My friends and
I laughed and hugged, while yelling our goodbyes for what we thought would be two weeks.
After that me and a few others headed to
track practice. There was only four of us who
showed up, while we were a team of about 30.
Practice was awkward and short, and at the end
my coach thanked us for still showing up despite
the virus. Upon returning home I was relieved to
get a nice break from school. Days went by and
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things got worse. I started to realize just how serious COVID was, as deaths from the virus continued to skyrocket.
I remember sitting on the couch while my
mom worked at the kitchen table; she too had
been forced to stay home. While on a video call
with one of her co-workers they spoke about
school districts circling a choice to not allow inperson learning for the remainder of the school
year and switch to online learning. All I could
think about was the fact that I wouldn’t be able
to continue sports, finally go to prom, see my
friends, and, most importantly, walk across the
stage to receive my high school diploma that I’ve
worked so hard to get.
Next thing I knew I was attending school
online, not stiving to get A’s but to get a “P” for
pass. My school had even changed the grading
system, leaving me no possible way to raise my
GPA the highest I could before I could make my
final college decisions. Everything was different.
I could feel the motivation leave my mind and
body as I forced myself to open that stupid
Chromebook everyday filled with random assignments my teachers had to throw together to
make it possible to continue our education
through online learning.
May 13th, 2020. My school organized a senior
pick-up where we would go to the school, pick
up our cap and gowns, diploma, a yearbook, a tshirt, and take a photo. Unable to touch one another, staff and students teared up waving goodbye after receiving our graduate gifts and being
asked to quickly leave before the room became
too crowded. By this time there was a limit on
how many people could be in one room, and
how everyone needed to stay six feet apart.
May 25th, 2020. This was the day George
Floyd was murdered. Everyone was glued to
their phones or TVs as we listened to George
Floyd yell, “I can’t breathe”. We watched as
Floyd took his last breath, and his lifeless body
being knelt on by an officer who swore to “serve
and protect.” The blood of millions started to
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boil and just like that we watched our city burn
to the ground. Our stores raided, buildings on
fire, companies boarding up their property, our
community had been destroyed. Protestors
flooded the streets demanding justice as they
were shot with rubber bullets, maced, and
abused.
May 29th, 2020. It was now the day of my virtual graduation. My mother had planned to have
family and friends over to drive by and drop off
gifts or honk their horns. That didn’t happen.
Our city had just recently been put on a curfew,
and no one really wanted to leave the house as
we watched huge military tanks drive down our
streets and soldiers stand on our corners with
loaded guns. Finally, my name was called. I had
finally graduated. Even though I knew I was supposed to be happy, I couldn’t help but be sad
with the state of our community . . . no, our
world. Later that night on May 29th a local barber
shop, two blocks from my house, was set on fire.
Despite the curfew, the virus, and the military
reinforcements, riots broke out again. Our community was angry, we wanted the world to know.
So, the night of my graduation I watched the
news. I watched my city burn again, just as I did
nights before.
With a handful of stores and businesses
closed due to the riots, there were only a select
few stores that were still open. Walking through
the empty isles, unable to find toilet paper, cleaning supplies, or medicine, you just had to buy
what you could find. We got constant reminders
of the lives lost to COVID, and even more videos surfaced of police brutality targeted at Black
men and women. These murders in the name of
the law were always around . . . it’s just now they
were being televised. Social media had given
people of color a chance to show the world that
still to this day we are being hunted like a deer in
the woods. More people caught the virus, more
Black men and women were murdered, and
more people began to join in on the protest. It
seemed like everyone was protesting for
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something. Whether it was for justice, or the refusal to wear a mask, you were protesting for
something.
If you’re reading this now, I’m sure you
know not too much has changed since the year
2020. It wasn’t until April 20th, 2021, that George
Floyd’s murderer was convicted and soon sentenced to 22.5 years in prison. At the time it
seemed like a huge win for the Black community
but looking at it now, I think it was just a small
sacrifice the system had to make to shut our city
up for a while. There are still tons of innocent
Black men and women being targeted and killed
with no justice.
It is now May 17th, 2022. I just graduated
from my two-year college institution . . . another
virtual graduation. This time around I didn’t
even bother to attend. COVID is still very much
a thing, no matter how much we as a society try
to pretend it isn’t. We now have a vaccination
for COVID-19 and our government is trying to
find every loophole they can to make it mandatory to get it. The virus is still around, the vaccination doesn’t stop you from getting it, but the
mask mandate has been lifted. Everyone has
their own opinions and conspiracies about how
we got into this pandemic or how it’ll end, but
for now I think we’re all pretending to be alright.
This was my experience through all the
heartache and struggle, and I’m sure everyone on
this planet has their own experiences as well.
We’ve lost people, we’ve lost experiences, we’ve
lost time, we as human beings have lost for the
past two years. We’re all desperately trying to
gain back what we’ve lost, but the harsh reality is
that we can’t. We will never get back what we’ve
lost, but we can push forward in hopes of obtaining something that we didn’t even know we
needed.
At the very least we’ve survived this far.
Through this long-lasting pandemic, through the
police brutality, the injustice, the racism, the curfews, the military reinforcements, the riots, the
lack of resources, we survived.
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Black Lives Matter
Laura Henriquez
Minneapolis College

Year 2020.
Definitely a challenging year, full of events,
experiences, lessons, and many conflicts; there
were many things happening at the same time.
First, there was an unexpected and terrifying
pandemic. In my personal experience it was
quite frightening. My biggest fear was that my
parents would be infected—since they are no
longer young, the risk of complications was
much higher. However, my fear came true, and
we all got COVID. Luckily, both my parents
were asymptomatic, and I was the only one that
showed symptoms.
In addition to this, on May 25, 2020, we all
received news that shocked the world, impacted
many hearts, filled others with rage, and unleashed the anger of many people. A terrifying
video surfaced that showed the tragic and inhumane final moments of George Floyd’s life.
Floyd was detained and killed during an arrest
after a local store employee reported him for allegedly using a counterfeit twenty-dollar bill.
After this terrible event occurred, the video
began to boom and go viral on social media, and
at the same time unleashing people's anger, rage,
resentment, and sadness. From here, the Black
Lives Matter (BLM) protests in Minneapolis and
then in other cities began. Many influencers, celebrities, and powerful people spoke out about
the events, and what until now was a terrible
event, became much more than that.
This protest movement served to raise
awareness, touched many hearts, and opened
many minds, however, it also had the opposite
effect, as it was used as a form of banditry, destruction, and crime on all sides.
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What started out as a protest for justice
against a totally unjust murder, a form of awareness and a way of empathizing, ended up becoming a battlefield between police and protesters.
Instead of serving as a rallying point, it became
more of a war between sides, in which in the end,
the losers were the most vulnerable.
Speaking a little more from my perspective,
from a very personal point of view and only and
exclusively from my experience, I would like to
express my opinion regarding what happened
during and after this event. To do so, I think it is
important to emphasize that for me it was a cultural shock, that although I had already been
warned, I had never experienced it as close and
painful as this one.
I am from Venezuela, a country where racism is experienced in very different ways than it
is in the United States. In Venezuela it is not an
offense at all to call someone a “negro,” in fact
it is seen as a cariñosa, not derogatory. You don't
feel a hostile atmosphere when talking about it,
because we have a different history, we were
conquered by the Spaniards, so we have a mixture of African, Indigenous, and Spanish. Being
so mixed, we all have ancestors on all sides, so
to speak, so slavery was not lived in the same way
as here.
It wasn't until 1865 that slavery was completely abolished in the United States, but still by
1940, almost a century later, brutal discriminatory treatment of Black Americans continued
just because of their skin color—to such intense
levels that if a White person got on the bus, they
had to give up their seat; they had unequal access
to education; and they were even excluded from
sports. For example, Black baseball players were
not accepted in the MLB and that led them to
have their own league and emigrate to other
countries, for example Mexico, where doors
were opened to them. There, they were treated
as idols, as stars, and as people (something that
did not happen in the USA).
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With this as a reference, we can understand
that the resentment and pain of these people has
not been so far away, since it was only a few generations ago that they received this treatment.
And there are many wounds, pain, and memories
that have not yet healed—and honestly it is not
just about healing, since even today in many
places they must deal with racist attitudes and
beliefs.
If to all this historical context we add a video
in which the brutality of this history is literally
shown in thirty seconds—the consequences that
you could experience just because of your skin
color, and the fact that it was the authorities who
did this— you can understand the anger that led
to the protests in question.
For me this was totally new because I had
never seen anything like this in my country. In
fact, I had been fleeing from protests slightly
similar (the curfew, the tear gas to intimidate,
and the Molotov cocktails of the protesters to
defend themselves), so in this way I was totally
terrified. And if I learned something in my country, it is that many times when you are right, and
the authorities know it, they use force to silence
the weakest, which in this case were the civilian
protesters.
At this moment I was with a mix of feelings.
Between anger, sadness, confusion, importance,
and fear.
In my house, my mom is White, and my dad
is Black, and I never felt any difference in treatment towards either of them, but as I said before, we come from very different historical contexts.
After the protests started and had been going
on for a few days, a brutal banditry began. Which
I was and am in total disagreement with because
I didn't see how that was in any way related or
helpful to the cause or reason that initially led
people to protest. Business owners, small business owners and new business owners alike,
were the most affected. Many with all their
dreams, savings, and source of income lost.
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Many of them with no insurance to replace
them.
On the other hand, a social war began to be
created, which for me was very difficult to understand and assimilate. Honestly, I was very
afraid to talk about it because I felt that every
possible opinion that I could think of was totally
out of place. I did not want to offend anyone or
sound unempathetic. I did not want it to be misinterpreted that I did not agree with certain
things, such how the protests were handled. Because they had every right and reason to protest.
In conclusion, 2020 was a difficult year,
frightening, but with many lessons for all of us
who lived through it and survived it.
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COVID-19 and
Immigrant Communities
Damaris De La Torre
Minneapolis College

COVID-19 has caused a deep social crisis that
has especially affected the most vulnerable
sectors, among which immigrant communities
stand out. During this health crisis, the
awareness of undocumented immigrants as
essential persons who make essential
contributions, but who are denied basic rights,
has crystallized into a relevant political struggle.
There are still few publications analyzing the
effects of COVID-19 on ethnic minorities or
immigrants, as well as the measures taken to curb
the pandemic. However, early studies point to a
greater impact on Black, Asian, and Hispanic
populations. This is due to barriers to access to
information and health services.
Immigrants with precarious jobs or who are
unemployed, who are living without social
benefits and in overcrowded conditions, or who
may be more exposed to the risk of infection
face special challenges. Predictably, the
confinement has had a more negative impact on
immigrants in an irregular administrative
situation, or immigrants who are at threat for
gender violence, or on those who cannot comply
with physical distancing measures, such as
refugees in camps or immigrants in substandard
housing with inadequate hygienic conditions.
1

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, “The Social Challenge in Times of COVID-19,”
Informe Especial COVID-19 3 (May 12, 2020),
https://repositorio.cepal.org/handle/11362/45527.
2 L. Platt and A. Warnick, Are Some Ethnic Groups
more Vulnerable to COVID-19 than Others? (London,
UK: Institute for Fiscal Studies, Nuffield Foundation,
May 1, 2020),
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The COVID-19 pandemic represents the
greatest health challenge that humanity has faced
this century. Its consequences have gone beyond
the field of health, creating significant
repercussions in different spheres of social
space. This situation ended up making visible
and increasing the deep gaps of social inequality
already existing in the population of different
countries around the world.1
In the British context, Platt and Warwick
conclude that the impacts of COVID-19 on
Black, Asian, and other ethnic minority
populations are not uniform.2 There are certain
groups that, due to working conditions and types
of employment, are more exposed to the risk of
infection, in particular the Black, Pakistani, and
Bangladeshi populations. This can be
compounded by underlying health problems.
Given that the severity and lethality of
COVID-19 manifest themselves more in older
ages, one might think that, since the immigrant
population is generally younger, it is less
adversely affected. However, other studies, such
as Bojórquez's in the Mexican context, point to
an increased risk of respiratory diseases and
contagion among immigrants and asylum
seekers, once the data are adjusted for age,
gender, and underlying risk conditions.3
For certain sectors of the immigrant
population, access to information and the
necessary protection against the coronavirus is
not guaranteed. Difficulties in accessing reliable
information in their native language can cause
them not to recognize the seriousness of the
epidemic, not having the possibility to protect
themselves.
https://www.ifs.org.uk/inequality/chapter/are-someethnic-groups-more-vulnerable-to-covid-19-than-others.
3 Ietza Bojorquez, César Infante, Isabel Vieitez, Silvana
Larrea, and Chiara Santoro
“Migrants in Transit and Asylum Seekers in Mexico: An
Epidemiological Analysis of the Covid-19 Pandemic,”
MedRxiv (May 13, 2020),
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.08.20095604.
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From my experience as a medical interpreter,
I have found myself in certain scenarios in which
the health team is not trained concerning the role
we play as interpreters. They devalue our work,
and in many cases deny the patient the right to
access our service because they do not see its
need and importance. Some immigrants prefer
to go to a family member who knows both
languages, without knowing that untrained
bilingual persons are not the best course of
action for a limited-English-proficiency patient,
since it can lead to many cases of
misinformation, and even negligence.
In the same way, not only in my work
environment but also personally within my own
family, I have witnessed that the use of health
services for those who are in situations of
vulnerability or exclusion. Their treatment is
limited by factors associated with discrimination,
stigmatization, criminalization, labor, or sexual
exploitation. I know many stories of people who
live in constant worry of contracting even the
slightest disease because getting sick does not
mean the same for an immigrant person as for
the rest of the population. For undocumented
immigrants, going to the doctor is synonymous
with being deported. In the United States, there
are more than seven million people without
documentation who lack health insurance. Many
immigrants in irregular administrative situations
do not have access to public primary care
services and, in many cases, their care is limited
to emergency health services.
In situations of confinement or isolation,
disadvantages grow for immigrants with limited
socio-economic and technological resources.
Liem argues that the COVID-19 pandemic and
quarantine measures could aggravate common
problems in immigrant workers, harm their
mental health, and worsen their already

precarious quality of life, due to the loss of jobs,
income, and the like. 4 Many of these people
work in the service sector and are excluded from
the social safety net, so they do not access
subsidies or aid when they lose their jobs and
income. In the United States, the package of
social measures implemented does not reach a
large part of the undocumented people, and for
this reason, a considerable number of children of
immigrant origin have been left out of the
nutrition program during the confinement. For
migrant women who are victims of gender-based
violence, conditions can worsen.
Of particular concern are immigrants or
refugees who, without being guaranteed health
care, have not been able to comply with selfisolation and social distancing measures, due to
economic needs or lack of housing with
adequate facilities. Not only in the United States
but worldwide, three-quarters of refugees
survive in places where health systems are poorly
trained to respond to the pandemic.
COVID-19 has caused a social crisis around
the world, affecting vulnerable communities
such as immigrants. In this context, it becomes
even more necessary to move towards equity in
global health care. All countries should protect
the rights of immigrant workers and ensure that
the health of these persons is not neglected in
future epidemics or disasters.
Improving access to health care for immigrants requires adapting public health campaigns
to cultural and linguistic diversity, as well as
transforming any policy that may exclude them
from access to protective measures, information,
medical testing, and the provision of health services. This translates into the suspension of judicial measures of deportation, as well as the
maintenance of the principle of non-refoulment
and the release of persons held in detention

A. Liem, C. Wang, Y. Wariyanti, C.A. Latkin, and B.J.
Hall, “The Neglected Health of International Migrant
Workers in the COVID-19 Epidemic,” The Lancet

Psychiatry 7, no. 4 (2020),
https://doi.org/10.1016/S2215-0366(20)30076-6.
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centers since they are not able to guarantee
health security.
Only a strong political commitment to global
health equity can guarantee a dignified life for all,
even during a crisis of such magnitude.
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Manibus Date Lilia Plenis:
A Pragmatic Eulogy in
the Time of The
Pandemic
Paul Benjamin Cherlin
Minneapolis College

We begin to mourn, and mourning is shot
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do so in funereal garb. The task before us is to
create and achieve a new type of freedom directed by wisdom, social virtue, and inquiry. The
task is, as John Dewey remarks, to create and
sustain a new “spiritual authority that would nurture and direct the inner as well as the outer life
of individuals.” 2 To invoke a familiar phrase
from Perkei Avot, “It is not incumbent upon you
to finish the task, but neither are you free to absolve yourself from it.” Here is our eulogy, marking the sorrowful conclusion of one time and
opening up space for another.

through with special irony.
We cover our mirrors to better reflect. Selfestrangement invites a deepening of the self. We
overflow with emptiness. We desire the creation
of discomfort where there was comfort, rendering the sweetest fruits bitter, conjoining the luminosities of experience in one prolonged night.
The masks we wear to ward off sickness have a
funerary quality: impressions, fixed visages,
without expressions. Beneath, there might be a
desire to “return to life as we knew it.” This intuition, however, only insults the dead.1
The task before us is the timely task of drawing
from the dark actualities of concrete existence
for the purpose of re-imagining possibilities for
a richer set of collective experiences. In such
possibilities, we should hope to discover a way
to overcome the seemingly inevitable corsi e ricorsi
that eventuates in renewed barbarism. In this imaginative act, there is no room for naïve optimism, reductive tendencies, or platitudes about
hope and recovery. If we remove ourselves from
the limiting realities of the way things are, and reorient ourselves toward how things might be, we

The Grassy Hill Behind The
Temple

The bulk of this essay was written in Minneapolis in
June 2020 during the protests that followed the murder
of George Floyd. During this time, it became even more
clear that we could never neatly separate the pandemic
from our other ongoing social concerns.
2 LW 11, 24. Liberalism and Social Action. Citations of John
Dewey’s works are to the thirty-seven-volume critical edition published by Southern Illinois University Press

under the editorship of Jo Ann Boydston. Citations give
the series abbreviation followed by volume number, and
then the page number. For example: (LW 10, 12) is page
12 of Art as Experience, which is published as volume 10
of The Later Works. Series abbreviations for The Collected
Works: EW The Early Works (1882–98), MW The Middle
Works (1899–1924), LW The Later Works (1925–53). In
the footnote, I also give the title of the work.

1

And chiefly thou, O spirit, that dost prefer
Before all temples the upright heart and pure,
Instruct me, for thou know'st. Thou from the
first
Wast present, and, with mighty wings outspread,
Dove-like sattest brooding on the vast abyss,
And madst it pregnant.
—John Milton, Paradise Lost

There is a virus.
There are hundreds of millions who are sick
from the virus, many millions that have died, and
many more that will die. Such are some of the
brute, visible facts. Our pandemical situation,
however, encompasses much more than anything reducible to physical sickness: a patchwork
of diverse experiences, standing adjacent as innumerable tesserae, heterogeneous, seemingly
infinite in their variegation and contour. To
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claim that we are “all in this together” at best
premature death. The virus, in and of itself, does
identifies a base temporal fact, one that is connot account for the destruction before us, for the
fused with unity in empathy and direction. As it
deaths that are with us, for the people marching
stands, such a claim is mere propaganda, as inin the streets for social change, and for the anxtellectually misleading as any claim could be. It
ious families at home who worry about their
should be met with cynicism.
children.
If we are to inquire into the nature of the
Retrospection is the greatest inventor of
pandemic, we must first acknowledge that the
meaning, but our pandemical memory is short.
pandemic is not a thing in any colloquial sense,
Within the thicket of any turbulent event, we are
but a complex affair of affairs that cannot as a
left mostly with immediacies and the occasional
whole become an object of reflection. To conflash of anticipation, the latter largely unreflecceive a “whole” is to exercise an imaginative
tive in character. We have the sense that we are
power, not name a brute ontological property.
moving towards something, some end, and creAnd yet, we can claim that the irreducibly diverse
ate the fable that this end will hold some reward
experiences of the panor create a higher syndemic are somehow held
thesis. There is, I think,
The pandemic is a dynamic
together by what, in
affective force encompassing some remnant of telos
Dewey’s
vocabulary,
or determinism here,
histories, present actualities,
stands as a single pervaand it is comforting to
sive quality, one that is
believe that our ugliness
and future possibilities. It is
decidedly
pandemical.
is part of the cosmic
sustained by forces that are
Hence, the pandemic, in
plan. Are there such
cultural,
political,
and
any sense relevant to our
syntheses to be found in
social situation is not an
sickness, in the loss of
economic. It is experienced
intellectual object. It is a
our loved ones?
through emotions that are
dynamic affective force
The answer, likely,
primarily dark in tone, but at
encompassing histories,
is negative; our panpresent actualities, and
demical situation contimes hopeful.
future possibilities. It is
sists of preventable sufsustained by forces that are cultural, political,
fering, each death a reminder of our social inadand economic. It is experienced through emoequacy, each sickness a unique refractor of detions that are primarily dark in tone, but at times
struction and desperation, refulgent not from dihopeful. This observation orients the task: it is
vine light but only from fires that burn in our
inevitable that we abstract particular factors for
cities. Experience seems to be caught in a cycle:
analysis, but the analytical treatment must be orispit up the blood, follow suit, and play until the
ented by the synthetic, apprehension with comedges become frayed. Kierkegaard recognized
prehension, focus with context. Failing this, we
that experience is situated on the fulcrum of life
abstract the physical sickness from the concurand death, that nature itself was not different
rent social sicknesses, and also sever the illness
than the deathbed patient in that final transifrom our pre-existing conditions: individualism,
tional moment: “Such is the life of nature: short,
polarization, racism, alienation, isolation, sexism,
full of song, flowering, but at every moment
anti-Semitism, ignorance, anxiety, classism, poverty, consumerism, and drudgery. These longsustained sicknesses are the threats to life, or, at
least the factors that draw our civilizations to a
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death’s prey, and death is the stronger.”3 This is
transcendent significances, material reductions,
just about all the “authenticity” we need.
and all other means of limiting life. The violence,
Beyond that, there are corpses. Birth is paindeath, and struggle of our times are undergirded
ful, and it is the quintessential metaphor for new
by a refusal to learn from the dead, who deliver
beginning. I want to begin at the end; suffocated
to us nature’s poetical impulse.
lungs, stiffened limbs, the passive pooling of
Harold Bloom once summed up Nietzsche
blood, the decomposition of flesh to bones and
with a single apothegm that is equally applicable
finally skeletonization. The final phase allows us
to Dewey, “We possess art lest we should perish
to be forgotten. Or, it supplies a pile of bleached
of the truth.” Bloom continues,
bones in the sun, something for our descendants
Poetry tells lies, but the truth, being the reality
to look upon and wonder “how did they live?”
principle, reduces to death, our death. To love
In these barren lands, birth comes late in the day.
truth would be to love death . . . the world is rich
Nietzsche wrote “If a temple is to be erected
in meaning because it is rich in error, strong in
a temple must be destroyed: that is the law—let anysuffering, when seen from an aesthetic perspecone who can show me a case in which it is not
tive. Sanctifying a lie, and deceiving with a good
fulfilled!”4 Death is that which limits life, and the
conscience, is the necessary labor of art, because
temple is that which fixes meaning. The former
error about life is necessary for life, since the
is physical, the latter metaphysical. The dead, as
truth about life merely hastens death.5
distinguished from death, are the counterforce
to limit and fixity. We do more than merely reThe forgotten corpse is traded for the living
member them; we talk to them, and in return
dead; the desire for certainty traded for possibilthey give us new life. And if we are open to their
ity. Cultivating the poetic impulse involves a rewisdom, they teach us to
mystification of our
cease our search for the
The message of the dead
world, creating room for
comfort of limitations,
new competing meanaligns with Dewey’s most
the domain of death
that, while in conurgent moral prescription: to ings
proper. Instead, their
versation with the old,
message is to live for the
cease our search for the
refuse to be reduced to what
future generation, to
came before. As Bloom
comfort of exclusive
stop condemning ourwrites of his master
meanings, essential
selves to condemned
trope, metalepsis, we substructures no matter
properties, transcendent
stitute late concepts for
how hallowed. The critithose which came besignificances, material
cal and subversive task
fore in earlier tropes, so
reductions, and all other
of philosophy is to unthat “the present vandermine such structures.
means of limiting life.
ishes and the dead reThe message of the dead
turn, by a reversal, to be
aligns with Dewey’s most urgent moral prescriptriumphed over by the living.”6
tion: to cease our search for the comfort of exDewey asserts that “Poets who have sung of
clusive
meanings,
essential
properties,
despair in the midst of prosperity, and of hope
Søren Kierkegaard, Upbuilding Discourses in Various Spirits
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993), 203.
4 Friedrich Nietzsche, On The Genealogy of Morals and Ecce
Homo, trans. Walter Kaufman (New York, NY: Vintage
Books, 1989), 95.
3

Harold Bloom, Modern Critical Views: Friedrich Nietzsche
(New York, NY: Chelsea House Publishers, 1987), 5.
6 Harold Bloom, A Map of Misreading (New York, NY:
Oxford University Press, 1975), 74.
5
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amid darkest gloom, have been the true metaphysicians of nature.”7 Dewey is not referencing
all poets, or a specific creative genre, but a creative energy that runs through nature, harnessed
and refined into particular gestures and insights
by and through the purposive imaginative process. Such an impulse opposes that which has
been established as sacred and eternal. The temple of truth marks the genuine human condition
and affliction: living in a precarious, tensional
world, and yet desiring permanence in spite of a
cosmos of change and short memory.
Emerson, Dewey’s own poet-prophet of democracy, wrote that “Whenever a mind is simple
and receives a divine wisdom, old things pass
away,—means, teachers, texts, temples fall; it
lives now, and absorbs past and future into the
present hour . . .” 8 Thirteen months after his
wife died of tuberculosis, Emerson also wrote “I
visited Ellen’s tomb & opened the coffin.”9 Surrounded by death, Emerson understood the role
of crypts, and began to doubt the role of temples, the former being a medium for speaking
with the dead, the latter a shrine to false constancy.
Our pandemical temple invites us to spend
time with others in an enclosed space, and surely
death exults when given such advantage. Life as
it was known is the sanctuary, its decorations
consisting of false promise, bad habit, political
lie, squandered potential. Dewey, ever the critical
optimist, wanted us to stop erecting temples,
shrines to the eternal, and instead focus on the
truest spark of divinity in experience, those proleptic modes of poetic action that revive the dead
in order to create the future. These are ends-inview. To be certain, death is a viewable end, at
least for its witnesses. If we place the meaning of
death outside of the qualitative serial matrix
within which it actually occurs, it becomes lacking in significance—it loses its proleptic

character. The dead, however, belong in the here
and now, not in the eternal, and not in the past.
Their message is of continuity. In our pandemical expanse, death is enshrined, and divine wisdom gathers somewhere beyond; if we follow,
the dead will bring us to the verdant hill beyond
the threshold of the temple.

LW 1, 96. Experience and Nature.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Self Reliance,” in Essays and
Lectures, ed. Joel Porte (New York, NY: The Library of
America, 1983), 270.

9

7
8

The Broken Pattern
For now, the pain pauses in its round,
notes the time of day, the patient’s temperature,
leaves a memo for the surrogate: What the hell
did you think you were doing? I mean . . .
Oh well, less said the better, they all say.
I’ll post this at the desk.
God will find the pattern and break it.
—John Ashberry, A Worldly Country

We live wretchedly much faster than before.
Knowledge has been given its exclusive
space, and the results have been disastrous:
deepening social divisions, ongoing wars, lack of
community, all accompanied by the latest technological advances. Such advances enable global
connection, and as such, have enabled the rapid
global spread of the pandemic—hardly a comforting irony. The immediate solutions to the
pandemic, including vaccines and medical technologies, require the production of a great deal
of knowledge. The larger resolutions to our pandemical situation, however, must be located
within the domain of wisdom. Our times call for
great political change. We can call for revolution,
but the spirit of any revolution cannot be sustained when the underlying social tendencies remain unchanged. Let the troubled voices take
the lead; let a revolution in wisdom become our
rhythm section, driving the composition
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Emerson in His Journals, ed. Joel
Porte (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982),
82.
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forward, holding it together, changing the tempi,
accenting the leading tones, those that urge us to
resolution.
Virtue necessarily shares its space with wisdom, and wisdom is not knowledge. Socrates is
the patron saint of teachers, and his lesson was
that we must pursue the good without knowing its
exact nature. 10 Philosophy lacks virtue in proportion to its willingness to sever questions
about how we know from larger factors in human
experience: how we live, how we create a culture. Placing our collective faith in a solution consisting of
increased knowledge, or assuming that a privation of proper knowledge about some particular
element is the root of our social woes, fails to
address the existing conditions that have made
our virus ever more fatal, which are the very conditions that limit our potentialities.
The larger solution shall not consist of
knowledge, but of a pursuit of wisdom, the latter
being the genuine counterforce to mounting social sicknesses:
[The] love of wisdom is not after all the same
thing as eagerness for scientific knowledge. By
wisdom we mean not systematic and proved
knowledge of fact and truth, but a conviction
about moral values, a sense for the better kind of
life to be led. Wisdom is a moral term, and like
every moral term refers not to the constitution
of things already in existence, not even if that
constitution be magnified into eternity and absoluteness. As a moral term it refers to a choice
about something to be done, a preference for living this sort of life rather than that. It refers not
to accomplished reality but to a desired future
Of Socrates, Dewey writes “Because he was the first
man clearly to conceive the necessity of the union of intellectual training and moral aims in education and because he suffered death for the loyalty with which he held
to this conviction, Socrates may fairly be regarded as the
patron saint of teachers” (LW 17, 186). “Syllabi: History
of Education.”
11 MW 11, 44. “Philosophy and Democracy”.
12 LW 9, 17. A Common Faith.
13 G.W.F. Hegel, The Encyclopaedia Logic, trans. T.F.
Geraets, W.A. Suchting, and H.S. Harris (Indianapolis,
10
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which our desires, when translated into articulate
conviction, may help bring into existence.11

Wisdom trades in ideal moral possibilities, “a desired future,” and is the force that aligns and orients the interconnected aspects of lived experience: culture, desire, impulse, habit, and even
cognition. Dewey reminds us that “All possibilities, as possibilities, are ideal in character,” and
observes that “All endeavor for the better is
moved by faith in what is possible, not by adherence to the actual.”12
In addition to pertaining to lived experience and
its possibilities, Socrates knew that wisdom involves dialectic, a critical and oppositional conversation, a productive conflict. Hegel’s Romantic generation took dialectic to the cosmological
level where it was “the principle of all motion, of
all life, and of all activation in the actual world.”13
In Dewey’s program, conflict is similarly central,
generic to all existence, and necessary for any
generative process. Every single important term
for Dewey denotes a tensional relationship: experience-nature, organism-environment, actualpossible, theory-practice, habit-impulse, meansends, travelling-arriving, form-content. There is,
however, no necessity involved in the creation of
the synthetic, no abstract metalogical categories.
Loss, without recovery, without enriched meaning, remains a genuine threat; hazard, for Dewey,
is also generic to existence. In every conflict
there is potential, but potential inheres in the
precarious and stable, the “sacred” and the “profane.”14

IN and Cambridge, MA: Hackett Publishing Company,
1991),129.
14 In Experience and Nature Dewey writes “Plague, famine,
failure of crops, disease, death, defeat in battle, are always
just around the corner, and so are abundance, strength,
victory, festival and song. Luck is proverbially both good
and bad in its distributions. The sacred and the accursed
are potentialities of the same situation; and there is no
category of things which has not embodied the sacred
and accursed: persons, words, places, times, directions in
space, stones, winds, animals, stars” (LW 1, 43).
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For Dewey, wisdom involves actively adjusting the ways in which each oppositional tendency relates in their experienced particularities:
the significant problems and issues of life and
philosophy concern the rate and mode of the
conjunction of the precarious and the assured,
the incomplete and the finished, the repetitious
and the varying, the safe and sane and the hazardous. If we trust to the evidence of experienced things, these traits, and the modes and
tempos of their interaction with each other, are
fundamental features of natural existence. The
experience of their various consequences, according as they are relatively isolated, unhappily
or happily combined, is evidence that wisdom,
and hence that love of wisdom which is philosophy, is concerned with choice and administration
of their proportioned union.15

Our pandemic proportionalities include social
solidarity and individual character, optimism and
cynicism, safety and courage. If we place our
faith in any single term, we are at best left with
empty slogans and professed values we can
scarcely claim to have. At worst, we continue to
drive away any hope of social recovery.
Dewey emphasized the connections between virtue, wisdom, and tensional relations,
and understood their shadowy counterparts to
be living uncritically, acting myopically, and
abiding by dualisms. Throughout all of his mature works, Dewey’s primary target was not formal epistemology, materialism, scientism, or idealism. It was dualisms, metaphysical dead-ends
that haunt Western thought to the present day:
reality-appearance, nature-convention, being-becoming, essence-accident, theory-practice,
mind-body, objective-subjective, a priori-a posteriori, self-social, and so on. He does not invoke
such dualisms for philosophical sport; these are
the most common ways of limiting lived experience and hence cultural potential. These are
hence problems for the street, the crowded
15

LW 1, 66-67. Experience and Nature.
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apartment, the diseased marketplace, the sick
mother, the worried husband, the lonely child,
the unborn baby.
During the course of our pandemic, the dualistic condition of what we might call the false
patriot is especially worth noting. A naturally fundamental antagonism is imagined to exist between the self and the social, and the related concepts of freedom and autonomy are formed in
accordance with this dualism. For the false patriot, freedom entails placing individual right
above social virtue, at least whenever convenient. If discrete and atomic states of affairs are
believed to exist, imagination simply continues
on the path of least resistance until it envisions
the self as a discrete existence, and “individual
rights” as fundamental and immutable, and
hence metaphysically severed from evolving social needs. They see no paradox in the statement
“I shall act freely, even if it harms my community.”
The false patriot is not without a counterpart. On the other side of the ideological spectrum, the individualism of false patriotism is rejected for a different dualistic extreme: the counterfeit pluralist. Here, we encounter themes common to Dewey’s descendants: a proud proclamation of “pluralistic values” and a celebration of
“diversity.” Such values, if genuine, are crucial to
democracy and social solidarity. But have we
lived up to these values any more than the false
patriot has lived up to the ideals of freedom and
national pride? The pandemic brings about honesty, and an honest assessment would admit that
such terms have joined the schema of consumerism, ornate shrouds and costumes that obscure
what occurs beneath. For the counterfeit pluralist, diversity of background and opinion are desired so as long as they sit comfortably with the
power structures that have long been in place.
Marketing thrives in such vanity, in proclamations of pluralism that have no substance.
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Wisdom, however, has no tolerance for impovreflective, and so not blind, dedication to extererished performative pluralism.
nal social forces. These forces, both ideal and acThe pandemical situation has, I think, made
tual in ontological character, are what grant a
clear the failure of both extremes, and the dualunified narrative of personhood to what is othisms that fund their respective failures. Polarizaerwise a mere disorganized collection of events
tion has not made us more free, and proclamaunfolding over time. A self is only affirmed by
tions of pluralism have not shown strength in
and through a cause, and a cause is given subfighting injustices and giving opportunity to
stance from unique and visionary selves. Such a
those who are most vulnerable. The first step in
relationship is, for Royce, the locus of what can
creating something new is to appreciate relationjustly be called “individual rights,”
and-individuation as a single generic trait of existHave I private and personal rights, which I
ence. Death teaches us something nuanced; it is
ought to assert? Yes, precisely in so far as my
nature’s clearest proof of the existence of immeprivate powers and possessions are held in trust
diate, individuated, and
for the cause, and are,
perfect cadences. There
occasion, to be deLet us hope that old patterns upon
is nothing illusory about
fended for the sake of
the complete perfection be broken, and let our hope be the cause. My rights are
of loss exhibited in
morally the outcome of
sustained by wisdom and
death. And yet, while
my loyalty. It is my right
action.
death is sufficient, it is
to protect my service, to
not metaphysically discrete. It has connections,
maintain my office, and to keep my own merely
but is irreducible to pure process, for no such
in order that I may use my own as the cause compurity exists in nature. There is a co-determinate
mands. But rights which are not determined by
relation between the experience of “process”
my loyalty are vain pretense.17
and “completion,” a mutual entailment between
Cities across the globe are currently experi“relation” and “exclusivity.” Again, the lesson
encing an awakening of selves, enabled by a
has been lost on most philosophers, the best of
shared crisis, and this awakening has the potenwhom speak of “plurality” and “relations” withtial to surpass the selfish individualism of the
out a solemn acknowledgment of their opposifalse patriot, and the empty sloganeering of the
tional counterparts, of the fact that “in every
counterfeit pluralist. Royce navigated the probevent there is something obdurate, self suffilem of social dualism through the spiritual aucient, wholly immediate, neither a relation nor an
thority of loyalty, and Dewey through the metaelement in a relational whole, but terminal and
physical legitimacy of democracy.
16
exclusive.” Wisdom will find the balance if nurWith crisis comes opportunity, with opportured through education, active participation, a
tunity comes the possibility of cultivated wiscontrolled cultivation of social intelligence, and
dom, and with wisdom comes genuine virtue. To
a renewed sense of loyalty to our social causes.
say that our pandemic is a species of social conJosiah Royce understood genuine loyalty,
flict, a crisis, is to state the obvious. So are war,
and acknowledged that such loyalty coincides
economic depression, and climate change. Some
with the creation of a self in coordination with a
elements are tangible, some are not, and our pansocial cause. There is no self, and hence no posdemical situation is not unique in having invisisibility for self-legislation without a critical and
ble enemies. What is, perhaps, unique about a
16

LW 1, 74. Experience and Nature.

Josiah Royce, The Philosophy of Loyalty (New York, NY:
The Macmillan Company, 1916), 143-144.
17
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pandemic is its global import, coupled with its
immediacy, coupled with its potential to efficiently kill members of every social class (albeit
even more efficient in conditions associated with
poverty).
The momentum given by our collective
threat might be transfigured into the greatest
wave of social change heretofore witnessed in
the modern era. Let us hope that old patterns be
broken, and let our hope be sustained by wisdom
and action.

Conclusion: The River of Light
Then as a folk who have been under masks
Seem other than before, if they divest
The semblance not their own they disappeared
in,
Thus into greater pomp were changed for me
The flowerets and the sparks, so that I saw
Both of the Courts of Heaven made manifest.
—Dante, Paradiso, Canto XXX

Emmanuel Levinas writes of a dog, Bobby,
who would greet him and the other prisoners as
they came and went from the camp for work
duty. Despite the wretched condition of the prisoners, Levinas observes that for Bobby “there
was no doubt that we were men,” and adds,
“This dog was the last Kantian in Nazi Germany,
without the brain needed to universalize maxims
and drives.”18
Bobby teaches that a deep recognition of humanity, in all of its varied forms of misery, is not
given as a human capacity. Even in the best of
times, we too often develop the opposite tendency, that of divesting others of their humanity
to justify abhorrent behavior. In times of great
upheaval—and the present situation qualifies—
Emmanuel Levinas, Difficult Freedom: Essays on Judaism
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990),
153.
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the risk is ever greater. Such behavior has been
on display during our pandemic, and it is actively
at war with the capacity to recognize ourselves in
others. When we uncover our mirrors, we
should hope to see them. Bobby also teaches us
that cognition and its most sophisticated prizes
do not somehow substitute for love, heart, courage, resilience, and virtue—the constituent parts
of wisdom.
Dewey characterizes the imagination as a
power to unify a disparate or plural series of experiences into a singular vision.19 We are able to
conceive of a universe, a person, an interpretation, but benefit by knowing that these can be
pragmatic constructs, ways of organizing, not the
way. Dewey also writes that the imagination is “a
warm and intimate taking in of the full scope of
a situation,”20 an additional way of understanding its unifying capabilities.
During the course of the present essay, wisdom has been characterized as an important
source of virtue and engine of change, and the
life of wisdom is funded by “a desired future.”
Just what this future should look like, however,
may be the office of imagination, whose place as
a philosophical concept and moral principle
should remain beside wisdom. To merely prescribe that one ought to get an imagination is a
vapid suggestion. To actively work to implement
and hone imaginative skills—placing ourselves
in the position of others, criticizing our cultural
institutions and imagining what they could look
like—is what is substantial.
To hope that this pandemic is a gateway to a
new imaginative era is the first step. What comes
next is a healthy pessimism accompanied by a
desire to work for what is needed. Dewey was an
optimist, but not naïvely so, and the chief mark
of healthy optimism is an acknowledgment that
failure is possible, perhaps likely. And if success

19
20

See: LW 9, 14 and LW 9, 29. Democracy and Education.
MW 9, 244. Democracy and Education.
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is subject to the whims of contingency, it is mere
luck and not genuine achievement.
Epidemics and pandemics are not new to
human history, and one cannot with any confidence claim that there has been any lasting moral
lesson. The Meiji-era tuberculosis outbreak in Japan, for example, also disproportionately affected the poorest strata of society. The government, like so many governments in the present
day, did its best to hide the voices of the epidemic, whose primary victims were the young
girls working in textile mills. Their voices rang
out into the night, unheard. To stay awake, the
girls would sing:
At 2 or 3 a.m.
The grass and trees sleep.
I’m tired, but I suppose it’s impossible.
If the female spinners are human,
Then the dead, shriveled trees of the mountain
bloom.21

When Dante’s avatar in Paradiso drank of the
river of light, he saw divinity with clarity, with
new eyes. After traversing the concrete horrors
of our ordeal, we can transfigure the pandemic
into such a river, or, at least continue to work so
that the dead trees of the mountain bloom in
some distant future.

See Elisheva A. Perelman, American Evangelists and Tuberculosis in Modern Japan (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2019), 14.
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